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Update your skill set with the ultimate JavaScript guide for pros.Professional JavaScript for

Web Developers is the essential guide to next-level JavaScript development. At 1,200 pages,

this book is the most comprehensive JavaScript reference available anywhere. Written for

intermediate-to-advanced programmers, this book jumps right into the technical details to help

you clean up your code and become a more sophisticated JavaScript developer. This new

fourth edition has been updated to cover through ECMAScript 2019; new frameworks and

libraries, new techniques, new APIs, and more are explained in detail for the professional

developer, with a practical focus that helps you put your new skills to work on real-world

projects.The latest--and most dramatic--ES release is already being incorporated into

JavaScript engines in major browsers; this, coupled with the rise in mobile web traffic

increasing demand for responsive, dynamic web design, means that all web developers need

to update their skills--and this book is your ideal resource for quick, relevant guidance.Get up to

date on ECMAScript through ES2019, including classes, promises, async/await, proxies,

iterators, generators, symbols, modules, and spread/rest operators.Delve into fundamental web

development concepts such as the document object model (DOM), browser object model

(BOM), events, forms, JSON, error handling, and web animation.Learn about advanced

browser APIs such as geolocation, web workers, service workers, fetch, atomics, streams,

message channels, performance timelines, and web cryptography.Work hands-on with

hundreds of working code examples that demonstrate concepts clearly and concisely.Even if

you think you know JavaScript, new ES releases bring big changes that will affect the way you

work. For a professional-level update that doesn't waste time on coding fundamentals,

Professional JavaScript for Web Developers is the ultimate resource to bring you up to speed.

From the Inside FlapThe ultimate JavaScript guide, updated to ECMAScript® 2019Professional

JavaScript for Web Developers is the essential guide to Professional next-level JavaScript

development. Written for intermediate-toadvanced programmers, this book jumps right into the

technical details to help you clean up your code and become a more sophisticated JavaScript

developer. From JavaScript-specific object-oriented programming and inheritance, to

combining JavaScript with HTML and other markup languages, expert instruction walks you

through the fundamentals and beyond.Even if you think you know JavaScript, with major

browsers' JavaScript engines already incorporating many ES changes and the rise in mobile

web traffic increasing demand for responsive, dynamic web design, all web developers need to

update their JavaScript skills.Professional JavaScript for Web Developers, 4th Edition:Brings

you up to date on ECMAScript up through ES2019, including classes, promises, async/await,

proxies, iterators, generators, symbols, modules, and spread/rest operators.Delves into

fundamental web development concepts such as the document object model (DOM), browser

object model (BOM), events, forms, JSON, error handling, and web animation.Covers

advanced browser APIs such as geolocation, web workers, service workers, fetch, atomics,

streams, message channels, performance timelines, and web cryptography.Provides hundreds

of working code examples that demonstrate concepts clearly and concisely for you to work with

hands-on.Wrox Professional guides are written by working programmers to meet the real-world

needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address

the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions,



and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better

job.From the Back CoverThe ultimate JavaScript guide, updated through ECMAScript

2019.Previous editions of Wrox's Professional JavaScript for Web Developers have

consistently earned top reviews among professional developers. Now fully updated to cover

through ECMAScript 2019, new frameworks and libraries, new techniques, and more, it offers

the same practical focus when helping developers upgrade their skills for the latest JavaScript

release. You'll find all the technical details you'll ever need for both language fundamentals and

all major JavaScript APIs. As one developer noted, "If you want to become an expert in

JavaScript, this is the book for you."About the AuthorMatt Frisbie has worked in web

development for over a decade. Duringthat time, he's been a startup co-founder, an engineer at

a Big Four tech company,and the first engineer at a Y Combinator startup that would eventually

become abillion-dollar company. As a Google software engineer, Matt worked on both

theAdSense and Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) platforms; his code contributionsrun on

most of the planet's web browsing devices. Prior to this, Matt was the firstengineer at

DoorDash, where he helped lay the foundation for a company that hasbecome the leader in

online food delivery. Matt has written two books andrecorded two video series for O'Reilly and

Packt, speaks at frontend meetups andwebcasts, and is a level 1 sommelier. He majored in

Computer Engineering at theUniversity of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Matt's Twitter handle is

@mattfriz.Read more
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Joe, “Comprehensive but needed a little more time in the oven. This is a great resource

however there are a frustratingly large amount of typos in the example code portions following

each explanation. For the most part they are just annoying and do not affect comprehension of

the material.”

Utnapishtim, “It's a very good reference book.. There is nothing to say here to be honest. This

is a very good reference book and if you are serious about any topic you should have some

sort of reference on your desk and JS is not an exception. Also kudos to the author for this

tome. It must have been quite a challenge writing a reference book on JavaScript which we all

know has it's own fare share of idiosyncrasies and also it's constantly evolving, but he has

managed to make the book accurate, approachable, comprehensive and up-to-date. Well

done!”

danadaners, “Amazing.. This book helped me tremendously while studying for my coding

interviews. Before reading this I thought I was prepared but I was definitely wrong! It's also a

great resource to use alongside the MDN documentation, and is very up-to-date.”

Radu, “A must have. Javascript Bible!”

Joe P., “An exhaustive, robust, elaborately detailed Javascript resource.. A few concepts were

eluding me along my path of learning Javascript. It turns out I just needed a more technical and

complete description of some core concepts. This delivers in spades!”



Anton Mihovil, “A good reference book. I owed previous edition covering ES5 hence this one to

cover ES6 was a logical continuation of my JS reference books.”

Gerald Warren, “Worth the purchase. Very in depth ... and make you think about the core of

java ... which provides a better understanding of how things work together”

TREX, “Not For Beginners But A Solid JavaScript Reference. This 4th edition of the original

JavaScript For Web Developers has been overseen by Matt Frisbie. Around 1,100 pages, it

covers most that pertains to modern JavaScript. Client-facing things like the BOM, DOM, event-

handling, sync/async and WebGL. Server-facing aspects like XMLHttpRequest, Fetch API,

cookies, encoding/cryptography, error handling/debugging, modules and workers. Plus a final

30 pages on coding practices for maintainability, readability, performance and

deployment.There is mention of client-side APIs like Grunt, Gulp, Angular, Vue, React,

Backbone, etc. But not even that for Node.js. All your Node learning must be got from other

sources. Excluding Node prevents the book running to 1,500 pages and it's better to get a

separate text for this anyway. But this book provides the JS proficiency needed to take on

Node.For sure, this is not a text for first learning of JavaScript. It has far too much detail and is

written at pro level. But those already familiar with front-end JS could use it for consolidating

what they already know of the latest JavaScript constructs and applying them on their intended

use-cases, hopefully getting the design freedom that scripting know-how brings.The paperback

copy I got is perfect-bound (i.e. single pages stacked without stitching and gummed at the

spine to the cover) but still solid enough till you get to halfway. Then spine wrinkles appear and

you need to handle with care. (Personally, I invested in a $50 stitched binding as I expect to

use it for 4 years at least.) Delivery was just a few days after my order to Amazon for the book.

A useful book to have within reach if you're doing web script coding.”

Castiel, “A must for any Javascript developer.. Let me start by saying that this book is huge, but

unlike some of the beefy books I've read in the past that fell short on content, this one

doesn't.The content is great for someone with programming knowledge who is looking at trying

out Javascript for the first time but also works as a fantastic reference book for existing

Javascript developers. I wouldn't say this book is aimed at complete beginners to programming

as from page one, you're expected to know the fundamentals at the very least.I had the

previous edition, so I'm passing that one on to someone else to benefit from, whilst I keep this

newly released edition for myself :)Highly recommended, well worth the money and will be

valid for a few years yet.”

Fredericks, “Great and comprehensive text.. Learning JavaScript is been so appreciable using

this comprehensive textbook.The size looks intimidating but the chapters are very well written

to follow through.It really aids with my online training.I have also ordered the C++ text by the

same publisher from reviews.Great text.”

Alpay Kat, “Very good. with lots of detail.Very good book”

The book by Matt Frisbie has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 126 people have provided feedback.
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